
How to foster resilient learners: 
* Listen to what our learners are telling us and how they are telling us 
* Find specific positive attributes to give praise for, but make it sincere / real 
* Focus on motives for behavior and working to find ways to manage stressors 
* First 7 seconds - make connections first with students 
* Listen, reason, validate, respect, repair then resolve 
* Recognize our own stressors and mind set 
* Teach learners about upstairs / downstairs brain and about zones 
* Be informed about overwhelming stresses that learners are exposed to (If only we knew what 
happened the night before...) 
* Regulate yourself  
* Be proactive to prevent meltdowns or acting out behaviors 
* Take a breath / pause before you speak 
* Remember: It's never about you 
* Remember that students are looking for safe/trustworthy connections 
* Relationships are powerful 
* Hold learners accountable to behavioral and academic expectations. Help them to meet those 
expectations. 
* It takes one adult. Just be there. 
* Gain awareness of stress responses and "set the table" to promote success and management 
of emotions at an individualized level 
* Focus less on the traumatic events that occurred / stressors at home, and provide knowledge 
about the skills set necessary to navigate the 6-7 hours at school 
* Understand that behaviors may be the result of trauma and that trauma can be MANY different 
things 
* Stay calm, take a breath before saying anything (it's not about us) then listen to the learner 
and let them talk (developing or having a relationship with the learner), giving them a safe place 
/ person. 
* Let learners know it is okay to feel the way they do --It's ok not be be okay--and give/find them 
a safe place if they need a break or way to get back on track. 
* Find ways to keep learners in the classroom, not out in hallways, in the office or out on 
suspension 
* Accept all learners, not matter what.. let them show you what they have learned in whatever 
way is best for them. Esteem them for all their efforts. 
* Students don't care to learn until we learn to care. 
* Don't let fear drive the bus. Don't be afraid of what might happen. Be proactive. 
* Don't lower expectations because of sympathy or fear. 
* Give yourself cookies (praise) and take care of yourself -- for real, not like some day when 
you're not so busy. 
* Work purposefully to establish relationships 
* Provide support for all who need it. 
* Teach learners how to recognize when their emotions are beginning to take over and teach 
strategies for how to calm down from that. 



* Recognize your own triggers so you can stay calm and remember it's not about you. 
* Problem solve with learners so they learn to problem solve on their own 
* Take an interest in your kids 
* Work from learner strengths vs deficits / trauma 
* Be positive, model positivity 
* Listen before acting 
* Be available 
* Believe they can learn and challenge them at their level. Be sure to provide for frequent 
success 
* Assigned seating (helps learners know they have a place in your class) 
* Check in / check out (makes connections) 
* Post pictures of learners all over the school to make them feel a part of the school 
* Be proactive with good news notes and emails home 
* Establish rituals and procedures to make learners feel safe 
 


